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Abstract
Reducing the energy consumption in the building sector, as well as its associated CO2 emissions, is one
of the main environmental concerns at worldwide level. In developed countries, the building sector
means 41% of the total energy consumption and 40% of the total greenhouse gases emissions. To
improve the energy efficiency of residential buildings, several energy strategies were carried out in
European countries to encourage the development of active energy saving systems; such as the solar
thermal energy. The presented study is in the frame of the Innova MicroSolar European project, which
is sponsored by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme. The main
goal of this project is to develop an innovative concentrated solar heat and power system for residential
buildings, which supplies 2-kWelec and 18-kWth. This technology includes a concentrated solar system,
a high performance micro organic Rankine cycle (ORC) turbine, and an enhanced latent heat thermal
energy storage (LHTES). The solar system is based on linear Fresnel mirrors which are considerably
easier and cheaper to manufacture than their parabolic equals. Also, the mirrors are led by a sun tracking
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mechanism so they are always focusing the absorber tubes, heating up to 295ºC the heat transfer fluid
(HTF) flow. The total area of the real scale prototype solar field is 140 square metres, which could
provide from 80 to 15 kWth. The micro ORC technology is equipped with a high speed permanent
magnet AC alternator able to supply 2.3 kWel. The ORC block has to be fed with 22 kWth. Finally, the
TES tank consists of two main blocks, the PCM tank and the enhanced heat sink. Both blocks are
connected between them by reversible heat pipes as heat carrier. The storage is designed to supply 25
kWth during four working hours. The whole system will supply 60% of the total building energy demand,
reducing the energy cost up to 20%, as well as the greenhouse gases emissions when comparing against
the best renewable energy technologies available on the market. This study shows the first experiments
of the whole systems. The HTF (Therminol 62) is heated up to 270ºC with the solar field, then the HTF
is lead to the ORC evaporator and the organic fluid (cyclopenthane) evaporates and runs the turbine.
The TES tank is charged when the solar field reaches maximum power levels. Once the solar production
cannot run the ORC, the solar field is bypassed and the TES tank successfully becomes the main energy
supplier.
Keywords: Cogeneration, Concentrated Solar Power (CSP), Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC), Storage,
Heat Pipes

1. Introduction
Building sector is one of the biggest energy consumer in the worldwide, one third of the global energy
consumption; moreover, an increase of this number is expected as do the living standards [1,2]. This
growing tendency is due to the growth of the worldwide population (41%), an increase of households
which need service (115%), and a larger floor area per person (50%) by 2050 [2]. The residential
building sector means 41% of the final energy consumption in developed countries (such as Europe),
also the 40% of the total greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions [3]. Following the European Union (EU)
2030 goals of preserving the environment by means of a sustainable development and lowering the
energy demand of buildings [4], there are energy actions plans which promote the active energy systems;
for instance solar thermal energy technologies. The presented work is in the framework of the Innova
MicroSolar European project, which is supported by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and
innovation programme. The project develops an innovative concentrated solar plant (CSP) for heat (18kWth) and power (2-kWelec) supply to residential buildings. The plant includes a linear Fresnel solar
system with sun tracking tool, which heats the heat transfer fluid (HTF) up to 295ºC. The power supply
is produced by a micro organic Rankine cycle (ORC) turbine which heat income is 22 kWth. The power
plant also incorporates an enhanced latent heat thermal energy storage system (LHTES) to provide 25
kWth along four additional hours when the sun is gone. The power plant covers 60% of the total building
energy demand, meaning a reduction of the energy cost up to 20%. Also, a 20% reduction in the GHG
when comparing this technology against the best renewable energy technologies available on the market.
In this paper it is presented the first experiments of the whole power plant up to 270ºC except the TES
tank.
The main goal of this project is to develop an innovative concentrated solar heat and power system for
residential buildings, which supplies 2-kWelec and 18-kWth. This technology includes a concentrated
solar system, a high performance micro organic Rankine cycle (ORC) turbine, and an enhanced latent
heat thermal energy storage (LHTES). The whole system will supply 60% of the total building energy
demand, reducing the energy cost up to 20%, as well as the greenhouse gases emissions when comparing
against the best renewable energy technologies available on the market. This study shows the first
experiments of the whole systems. The HTF (Therminol 62) is heated up to 270ºC with the solar field,
then the HTF is lead to the ORC evaporator and the organic fluid (cyclopenthane) evaporates and runs
the turbine. The TES tank is charged when the solar field reaches maximum power levels. Once the
solar production cannot run the ORC, the solar field is bypassed and the TES tank successfully becomes
the main energy supplier.
This study shows the first experiments of the whole systems. The HTF (Therminol 62) is heated up to
270ºC with the solar field, then the HTF is lead to the ORC evaporator and the organic fluid
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(cyclopenthane) evaporates and runs the turbine. The TES tank is charged when the solar field reaches
maximum power levels. Once the solar production cannot run the ORC, the solar field is bypassed and
the TES tank successfully becomes the main energy supplier.

2. Material and methods
2.1

Plant description

The experimental tests were carried out in the CSP pilot plant at the University of Lleida, the plant is
placed in Almatret (Lleida, Spain). The prototype mainly consists in five blocks (Figure 1):
 Linear Fresnel concentrated solar field (Figure 2.a). which is considerably easier and cheaper to
manufacture than their parabolic equals. The real scale prototype solar field area is 140 m2 and it can
provide from 15 to 80 kWth, heating the HTF up to 295ºC. The Fresnel mirrors include a sun tracking
device; therefore, they are always focusing the absorber tubes. The heat transfer fluid used is
Therminol 62 [5].
 The micro organic Rankine cycle turbine (Figure 2.b). The ORC is equipped with a high speed
permanent magnet AC alternator which supplies 2.3 kWel. The ORC block thermal income is 22
kWth, used to evaporate the working fluid (Novec 649 [6]), which expands the turbine. The ORC
refrigeration system is used to heat the water supply for the consumer.
 The latent TES tank (Figure 3). The TES system is formed of three main components, the PCM tank,
the enhanced heat sink and the latter two are connected by reversible heat pipes. The PCM chosen
for this application is solar salt, this material fits the requirements of the plant and went successfully
through all the characterization tests [7]. When fully charged, the storage capacity allows four
additional working hours at 25 kWth when the primal energy source is gone. It has to be pointed out
that the TES block is out of the scope of this study and it will be added in the future.
 The balance of plant (BoP), which includes every piping item to connect and monitor the latter three
blocks among them. This block consists of five pressure sensors, six thermal sensors, four electric
three-way valves, the expansion vessel (totally equipped) and several manual valves; all sensors
connected to the PLC for monitoring the HTF can be seen on Table 1, as well as their accuracy.
 The inertia water tank, which allows to supply hot water directly. The HTF heated by the solar field
is used to produce domestic hot water without running the ORC.

Figure 1. Pilot plant scheme.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2. Linear Fresnel solar field (a), organic Rankine cycle micro turbine (b).

Figure 3. Thermal energy storage tank concept.

Eq.1 calculates the heat power produced by the solar field (Q̇) as well as the heat consumed by the ORC.
The HTF density (ρHTF) and specific heat (CpHTF) depend on the fluid temperature. As it can be seen on
Figure 4 a linear regression adjust properly to the variation of ρHTF and CpHTF regarding the temperature;
therefore, equations Eq.2 and Eq.3 are obtained.
kJ
l
kg
Q̇[kW] = CpHTF [
] ∙ v̇ HTF [ ] ∙ ρHTF [ ] ∙ (Toutlet − Tinlet )[K]
kg ∙ K
s
l
kg
Toutlet + Tinlet
[K] + B
ρHTF [ ] = −A ∙
l
2

Eq.1

Eq.2

being A = -0.7226 [kg/(l*K)] and B = 969.37 [kg/l].

CpHTF [

kJ
Toutlet + Tinlet
[K] + D
]=C∙
kg ∙ K
2

being C = 0.0026 [kJ/(kg*K2)] and D = 1.893 [kJ/(kg*K)].
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Figure 4. Therminol 62 density and specific heat regarding the fluid temperature [5].

Table 1. Model and accuracy of all pilot plant monitoring sensors.

Sensor

Model
Endress+Hauser
Omnigrad S TR88

Temperature

Piranometer
Temperature
and humidity

2.2

± (0.15 + 0.002·|T|) ºC

Endress+Hauser
Cerabar M PMP55

Pressure
Flowmeter

Error

Endress+Hauser
Proline Prowirl F200
Huskseflux SR20
Electronik EE210

± 0.67 %
< 0.75 %
± 0.13 x 10-6 V/(W/m2)
± (0.058 + 0.0067·|T|) ºC
± 2.3 % RH

Parameters
Tsolar field outlet / Tsolar field inlet
TORC outlet / TORC inlet
Psolar field
PORC
Ppump outlet / Ppump inlet
ṁ solar field
ṁ ORC
GHI
Toutdoor
RH

Experiments description

The experiments performed at this stage of the pilot plant consist mainly in two parts: increasing the
temperature of the HTF up to 300ºC and increasing the HFT temperature up to 300ºC plus running the
ORC. As the pilot plant depends on the weather conditions, several tests were carried out to ensure the
repeatability of the experiments.

3. Conclusions
The experiments are currently undergoing and will be presented at the conference.
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